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Abstract
Witte, J.P.M., 1998. National Water Management and the Value of Nature. Doctoral thesis, Wageningen Agricultural University, the Netherlands. 223 pp., 103
figs., 28 tables, 5 appendices.
In order to a t t u n e its water management to the demands of nature, the Dutch
Government uses the ecohydrological DEMNAT for the analysis of scenarios.
T h e input t o this model consists of changes in hydrological variables t h a t may
be computed with present hydrological models. The output consists of changes
in the botanical quality of various ecosystem types, and of resulting values for
nature conservation. The applied ecosystem types are defined on the basis of
abiotic factors t h a t determine the plant species composition of a vegetation. In
the Netherlands these are: salinity, moisture regime, nutrient availability, acidity.
Water management measures may cause changes in these four factors and, as a
result, change the species composition of a vegetation.
Species of the Dutch flora are allotted to the ecosystem types. It is questioned
whether the resulting ecological groups are appropriate for describing the plant
cover of the Netherlands with the aid of FLORBASE. This national database
contains data, per kilometer square, on the presence of indigenous plant species.
To answer the question, a comparison is made with a division of species into
phytosociological groups by the Dutch standard work of Westhoff & Den Held
(1969). On the basis of a correlation analysis, it is concluded that the ecological
groups are of better use for the analysis of the national plant cover than the
phytosociological groups.
T h e ecological species groups are used in combination with FLORBASE to make
nation-wide maps of ecosystem types. On the basis of both the number and the indicative value of diagnostic species, the botanical quality of each kilometer square
is assessed for each ecosystem map. T h e boundaries of the quality classes are obtained by expert judgement. It is possible, however, to compute class boundaries
with a mathematical procedure, also for grid cells larger t h a n 1 km 2 . T h e maps
are corrected for regional differences in the intensity of the plant inventories.
It is argued t h a t the conservation value of classification units - such as species
and ecosystem types - is especially related t o the criterion 'rarity'. T h e measuring
of rarity is discussed and a mathematical formula is presented for the valuation
of classification units. Eight methods for the botanical valuation of areas are
compared. Those methods which are based on species richness and species conservation values yield results that experts find unsatisfactory. The most favored
method, however, is based on the quality classes of the ecosystem maps in combination with the conservation values of the ecosystem types.
Additional index words: national water management, ecohydrology, ecosystem
classification, vegetation mapping, conservation valuation, flora databases.

Voor Zuster Paula

Voorwoord
Eind jaren tachtig werkte ik in Arnhem bij het Rijksinstituut voor Integraal
Zoetwaterbeheer en Afvalwaterbehandeling (RIZA). Dezeonderzoeksafdeling van
Rijkswaterstaat was bezig met analyses en berekeningen voor deDerde Nota Waterhuishouding. In de Eerste Nota Waterhuishouding van 1968 werd met geen
woord gerept over de natuur. In de Tweede Nota (1985) stonden mooie woorden
naast een kleurenfoto van een Orchidee. Maar in de Derde Nota Waterhuishouding - die eind 1989 zou verschijnen - moest de natuur de aandacht krijgen die
zij verdiende. Daartoe werd een projectgroep gevormd, onder leiding van Frans
Claessen. Deze projectgroep - waaraan ik mocht deelnemen - ging onderzoeken
wat de gevolgen zijn van het nationale waterbeheer en waterbeleid voor de terrestrische natuur in Nederland.
Om iets zinnigs te kunnen zeggen over zulke gevolgen, moet je natuurlijk eerst
geschikte informatie bezitten over het voorkomen van de natuur in Nederland.
Deze informatie bleek echter niet voorhanden te zijn. Daarom togen Frans Claessen en ik in 1988 naar het Rijksherbarium te Leiden, want dat bezat belangwekkende gegevens: landelijke kaartjes met de verspreiding van wilde planten.
Deze kaartjes waren ook nog eens handig opgeslagen in een computerbestand, het
zogenaamde ATLAS-bestand. We maakten toen voor het eerst kennis met Ruud
van der Meijden van de afdeling Nederlandse flora. Desamenwerking tussen Ruud
en mij leidde in 1990 tot een publicatie over ecosysteemkaarten: van het ATLASbestand afgeleide kaarten met daarop de verspreiding van ecosysteemtypen in
Nederland.
Deze ecosysteemkaarten gebruikte ik vervolgens als invoer voor een computermodel (DEMNAT) waarmee voorspeld kan worden hoe ecosysteemtypen veranderendoor ingrepen indewaterhuishouding vanNederland. In dit modelwerd ook
de deskundige kennis op ecologisch gebied verwerkt van Frans Klijn, Kees Groen
en Han Runhaar, toen nog alien werkzaam bij het Centrum voor Milieukunde in
Leiden (CML).
Het model DEMNAT bleek een onuitputtelijke bron te zijn voor leuk en nuttig onderzoek. Zo kreeg het Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieuhygiene (RIVM) begin jaren negentig behoefte aan een ecohydrologisch voorspellingsmodel. Door het RIVM moesten namelijk analyses worden uitgevoerd ten
behoeve van het Beleidsplan Drink- en Indutriewatervoorziening. Het oog viel
op DEMNAT. Een samenwerkingsverband werd gesmeed tussen RIVM, RIZA,
Rijksherbarium, CML en de vakgroep Waterhuishouding van de Landbouwuniversiteit - waar ik inmiddels werkte. Deze groep ging DEMNAT eens grondig

oppoetsen: geografische gegevens verfijnen en toevoegen, relaties aangaande het
functioneren van ecosystemen aanpassen aan de laatste gegevens en inzichten,
herschrijven van decomputerprogramma's door professionele programmeurs. Ook
na het verschijnen van het Beleidsplan - in 1993 - bracht dezelfde groep nog
diverse verbeteringen aan, onder meer voor de Vierde Nota Waterhuishouding
(1997). Mijn bijdragen aan de nieuwe modelversies van DEMNAT - uit de periode 1991— 1997 - vormen de bouwstenen voor dit proefschrift.
Nu ik kort de achtergronden van het onderzoek heb beschreven, wil ik nog een
aantal mensen noemen aan wie ik veel te danken heb.
Een van hen is de al eerder genoemde Ruud van der Meijden, mijn co-promotor,
met wie ik boeiende discussies over floristiek, vegetatiekunde en waanzinnige
wetenschap kon voeren. Het enthousiasmewaarmee hij me al dietijd heeft aangespoord is zeer waardevol geweest. Verscheidene publicaties hebben we samen geschreven, waarvan de weerslag vooral te vinden is in Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift.
Mijn promotor Reinder Feddes heeft mij de afgelopen jaren op gezette tijden
vaderlijk toegesproken: dat ik toch echt eens met schrijven moest beginnen. Deze
zachtemaar onverbiddelijke psychologische druk heeft geholpen. Zijn commentaar
op de concept-stukken was punctueel en ter zake.
Veelgenoegen heb ik beleefd aan de contacten met dejongens van het CML: Kees
Groen, Frans Klijn en Han Runhaar. Samen vormden we een onderzoeksclub die
de kennis en gegevens voor DEMNAT genereerde. Ik heb veel van ze geleerd
en genoten van de heftige discussies die ik met ze voerde. Onze samenwerking
leidde tot verscheidene publicaties, die vooral in Hoofdstuk 2 zijn verwerkt. In
dit hoofdstuk komt ook de bijdrage van Remco van Ek (RIZA) aan de orde, die
de afgelopen jaren aan de onderzoeksclub is toegevoegd. Sinds 1994 is hij op
inhoudelijk gebied de coordinator van het DEMNAT-onderzoek. De toewijding
en het inzicht waarmee hij dat doet verdienen navolging.
Frans Claessen (RIZA) vroeg alsvoorzitter van de DEMNAT-vergaderingen vaak
het onmogelijke van de onderzoekers. Met zijn vriendelijke maar volhardende
aandrang wist hij het nog te bemachtigen ook. In de DEMNAT-geschiedenis is
er een periode geweest waarin een buitenstaander zich op slinkse wijze meester
wilde maken van het onderzoek. Frans doorzag de piraat en wist het gevaar af te
slaan.
Guus Beugelink (RIVM) vormde als secretaris het cement tussen diegenen die
betrokken waren bij DEMNAT. Zijn optreden was altijd genuanceerd, vriendelijk
en doelgericht.
Gerard Nienhuis (RIVM) verrichtte ondersteuning bij het verwerken van de immense hoeveelheid geografische gegevens. Jippe Hoogeveen (RIZA) en Geert van
Wirdum (IBN-DLO) leverden waardevolle bijdragen aan het onderzoek dat leidde
tot Hoofdstuk 3. Samen met Hank Vermulst (RIZA) en Remco van Ek voorzag
Jippe mij bovendien van de gegevens die nodig waren voor Hoofdstuk 2. Ronald

Lieste, Som Gan (beiden RIVM), Ubo Pakes, Herbert Bos (beiden RIZA) en Bert
Bleij (LUW) schreven computerprogramma's voor DEMNAT.
Ernestiene Scheer uit Oosterbeek corrigeerde mijn Engelse teksten en vertaalde
enkele hoofdstukken. Ze deed dat met begrip voor de inhoud van de tekst en voor zover ik dat kan beoordelen - met veel gevoel voor taal.
Zonder het florabestand FLORBASE zou dit proefschrift nooit geschreven kunnen zijn. Be ben daarom veel dank verschuldigd aan zowel de vele instanties als
de particulieren (zie Appendix A voor een overzicht) die de gegevens van FLORBASE verzamelden.

Wageningen, november 1997
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1 Problem definition
The Netherlands - a flat country, measuring no more t h a n 35,000 km 2 - is almost
entirely situated within the estuarine area of the rivers Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt.
About 25% of its surface is below mean sea level and, if it had not been for the
dikes and dunes, 65% of the country would be flooded at high levels of see and
rivers (Colenbrander et aJ., 1989). Roughly spoken, the country may be divided
in a relatively low and a relatively high part (Fig. 1.1): the West and the East

Figure 1.1: Division of the Netherlands in a western and northern 'low' part, and an
eastern and southern 'high' part (after: Colenbrander et al, 1989). One meter above
mean sea level (m.s.l.) was chosen as the critical value for the boundary between the
two parts (bold line). In the 'low' part, only the dunes along the North Sea coast are
higher than 1 m m.s.l..
1
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are low, whereas the North and the South are 'high'. The low part, which is
mainly covered by Holocene clay and peat, is predominately constituted of socalled 'polders'. Apolder isa pieceof land, made byman, inwhich the water level
is artificially controlled. It is constructed by isolating land from the surrounding
hydrological regime by means of dikes, upon which superfluous water is pumped
out. In former times this was done by means of windmills. The high part, on the
other hand, mainly consists of Pleistocene cover sands. Here, there are also wet
areas (for instance in the brook valleys), but the groundwater level is generally
situated much lower. It is hardly controlled, since drainage is mostly brought
about by gravity.
Due to the low level of the land, groundwater tables are very shallow in the
Netherlands. For instance, in 90% of the country the water table is less than 1
m below surface in winter and less than 2.5 m below surface in summer (Colenbrander et ai., 1989). As a consequence, a considerable part of the indigenous
plant life is characteristic for wet to moist conditions. This may be illustrated
by the fact that about 40% of the plant species and more than half of the vegetation types are exclusively or largely bound to the influence of groundwater
(Londo, 1988; Colenbrander et ai., 1989). Therefore, many conservation values
in the Netherlands are associated with wet and moist ecosystems, such as fens,
bogs, dune slacks, wet heathlands, swamp woodlands and wet meadows.
The Netherlands are heavily industrialized and densely populated (446 inhabitants per km2; Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 1992), which inevitably results in a strong claim to land: 95.4% of the surface area is used for economic or
urban purposes so that no more than 4.6%of 'waste land' is left for nature (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 1992). Many animal and plant species are to a
considerable extent restricted to small reserves (often measuring lessthan 1km2)
or spots within an agricultural landscape, so that they are strongly dependent on
the water management of the surroundings.
Especially in the second half of this century the water regime of most areas
changed drastically by human interference. Since 1950 several hundreds of land
improvement plans were realized, often including a radical revision of the water
management. Moreover, groundwater extraction for industrial and drinking water
purposes increased from 0.3 x 109 m 3 a _ 1 in 1955 up to 1.1 x 109 m 3 a _ 1 in 1990
(Beugelink et ai., 1992). As a result, groundwater levels dropped (Fig. 1.2). For
instance, in Pleistocene areas that were subjected to land reconsolidation, the
groundwater table dropped by 35 cm on average (Rolf, 1989). To compensate
for the negative effects of low groundwater levels on agriculture, surface water
from the rivers Rhine and Meuse is divided over the land (Ministerie van Verkeer
en Waterstaat, 1989). This water is rich in nutrients (which for a substantial
part comes from intensive agriculture) and has a chemical composition that is
often different from that of the local surface water (Roelofs, 1989;Koerselman &
Verhoeven, 1993).
As a result of the man-induced 'drought', ecosystems suffered severely. A nationwide investigation in the loss of conservation values since 1950 showed moderate
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Figure 1.2: Change in the groundwater table depth over the period 1950-1986 (after:
Rolf, 1989).

to severe damage to ecosystems in about 50% of the groundwater-dependent
nature reserves (Fig. 1.3) (Van Amstel et al., 1989; Runhaar et al., 1996a). Especially ecosystems of nutrient-poor sites were affected (Fig. 1.4). In Dutch this
major environmental problem is called 'verdroging', to be translated as desiccation. Verdroging (desiccation) may be defined as the decline of nature due to
falling water tables, decreasing intensities of upward seepage, and the inlet of allochtonous surface water to the extent that it is used to compensate the negative
effects of groundwater shortages (Van Amstel et al., 1989). More information on
this complex environmental problem will be given in Section 1.5.3.
In former times the water management of the Netherlands was mainly attuned
to economic interests, such as shipping and agriculture, as well as to the safety of
the Dutch (protection against flooding). However, nature having become a scarce
commodity, water management nowalsoaims at the conservation, restoration and
creation of both nature reserves and natural elements in the rural environment.
For instance, in 1990 the Dutch Parliament ordered that the area of desiccated
nature should be restored by at least 25%before the turn of this century. Since
that time, several 'rewetting' projects have been carried out, each of them subsidized with a 50% by the National Government (De Vrieze & Pellenbarg, 1994;
Runhaar et al., 1997a). Moreover, the Government tries to reduce the extraction
of groundwater: the industries have to increase the amount of surface water for
cooling purposes in order to save valuable clean groundwater. Also the drink-
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Figure 1.3: Deterioration ofnature reserves asaresult ofdesiccation (after: VanAmstel
et al., 1989).
ing water companies have to convert to surface water (Ministerie van Verkeer en
Waterstaat, 1997a; Ministerie vanVolkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordeningen Milieubeheer, 1995). In dry periods many provincial authorities even put a complete
ban on sprinkler irrigation. All in all, many efforts are taken to restore nature.
When making policies for the quantitative and qualitative water management of
the Netherlands, the Dutch Government uses various kinds of computer models,
e.g. for the calculation of the groundwater levels, the quality of the surface waters, or the water depth of the main shipping routes. These models are used to
analyze the consequences of interference in water management for various land
use functions, such as agriculture, shipping, industry and drinking water supply.
In this way, promising water management options are selected for denning sound
policies or for a detailed analysis. In recent policy documents on water management much attention is paid to the deterioration of nature (Ministerie van
Verkeer en Waterstaat, 1989; Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, 1993; Mini-
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Botanical quality

Figure 1.4: Changes in the botanical quality of ecosystems of wet, nutrient-poor and
weakly acid soils over approximately the period 1935-1970 (after: Witte & Van der
Meijden, 1990).

sterie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, 1997a; Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat,
1997b; Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieubeheer,
1993; Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieuhygiene, 1993). In order t o
give the natural environment a prominent place in the analyses for these documents, the Dutch Government - in close corporation with a number of research
institutes - developed the national ecohydrological model DEMNAT (Dose Effect
Model for terrestrial NATure).
DEMNAT facilitates the evaluation of the impacts of water management scenarios on nature. It uses ecosystem types for its computations, whereas most
ecohydrological models make computations for plant species. Plant species have
the advantage of being clearly distinguishable units that, unlike ecosystem types,
are independent of a - to a greater or lesser degree - arbitrarily chosen typology.
However, the use of ecosystem types in a national model has several advantages,
as will be shown in the course of this publication.
In DEMNAT, only the vegetation is considered as representative for the biotic
part of the ecosystem. There are two reasons for this approach: firstly, the relationship between the abiotic environment and plant life is quite direct, whereas
the relationship between the abiotic environment and fauna is more indirect. And
secondly, the value (expressed as a number) of an area for nature protection is
usually deduced from the vegetation (Van Wirdum, 1986).
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1.2 Aim of this publication
One of the major problems dealt with in the making of DEMNAT was the lack
of suitable geographical information on ecosystems in the Netherlands. At the
start of the DEMNAT project - in 1989 - the most appropriate information on
a national scale was a 1 : 250,000 map with "nature reserves, woodlands and
wetlands" (Bakker et ah, 1989). This map shows units like 'woods and shrubs',
'wet and dry heath' and 'swamp'. These units were considered too rough and by
no means adapted to problems concerning water management. As a consequence,
it wasdecided to make use ofthe records of plant species from the National State
Herbarium (see Section 1.4). Questions dealt with in this publication are:
•
•
•

•

What are the effects of water management measures on the vegetation
and the nature conservation value of the Netherlands (Chapter 2)?
Can flora records be used to derive national distribution maps of ecosystem types, susceptible to water management (Chapter 4)?
Are these ecosystem types suitable for describing the vegetation of the
Netherlands, or should one use a more traditional ('phytosociological')
approach for this purpose (Chapter 3)?
What is the value of groundwater-dependent ecosystem types and areas
in terms of nature conservation (Chapter 5)?

1.3 Botanical terminology
Clarification of terminology should facilitate the understanding of the contents
of this publication. Unfortunately, in ecology there is a proliferation of terms,
as well as of their interpretation. This implies that it is inevitable that my descriptions - extracted from several sources (Mueller-Dombois & Ellenberg, 1974;
Schaminee et al, 1995;Schroevers, 1982;Shimwell, 1971;Tansley, 1935; Westhoff
& Den Held, 1969) - sometimes clash with the opinions of others.
Species that settled spontaneously - i.e. that grow in the wild - are called wild
species. A list of wild species of a certain area is called the flora of that area. So
wemay speak of the flora of the Netherlands, the flora of a certain nature reserve
and the flora of a grid-cell. The range of distribution of a particular species on
earth is called the areaof that species.
Any plant cover consisting ofwild species will be called a vegetation. This implies
that a crop or an afforestation isnot regarded as a vegetation. One might however
consider all the weedsgrowing betweenthe cultivated species to form a vegetation
because these weeds have established unintentionally. A plant community is that
part ofthe plant cover that consists ofwild species which typically occur together
in repeating groups of associated plants. As in the Netherlands, this term might
be associated with the French-Swiss school (see below), I prefer to use the term
vegetation also for such actual pieces of the plant cover.
The vegetation of a certain area can be classified in community types or in vegetation types. Usually this is done onthe basisof differences and similarities in the
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composition of species. Vegetation types are used to characterize and map the
vegetation of an area. They have no absolute reality in nature, they are "somewhat like arithmetic means and ranges that may give lesser or closer fit to a
population of numbers" (Mueller-Dombois 8zEllenberg, 1974). I will apply this
term to any classification system, on any hierarchial level of vegetation types. A
species with a marked preference for a certain vegetation type may feature as a
diagnostic species: a species by which an actual vegetation (plant community) in
the field may be recognized as a member of a particular vegetation type.
By nature, not all vegetation types are equally rich in plant species. For instance,
a bog vegetation, is relatively poor in species, whereas a quagfen vegetation (NL:
trilveenvegetatie) has a high species richness. An important concept inthis publication is completeness, which denotes the 'saturation' ofa vegetation with species
characteristic for the vegetation type in question. I will discuss this concept thoroughly in Chapter 4, but for the time being 'completeness' is denned as 'relative
species richness' or as 'botanical quality'.
Numerous methods are available to describe the vegetation on the basis of a
classification in types. In the Netherlands, as in many other European countries,
the method of the French-Swiss school is generally applied. This method uses
releves (releve isFrench for abstract) to investigate the vegetation: sample stands
in which all the species are recorded, including their abundances. The FrenchSwiss school also goes by the name of phyto'sociology(Braun-Blanquet, 1932),
which reflects that the plants in a community have some influence upon one
another and/or that they have something in common with their environment. A
brief description of the French-Swiss school is given in Appendix C.
Every plant species makes specific demands on its environment, e.g. on air, temperature, light, and the availability of nutrients and water. Species have different
demands. A species like Urticadioica (UK: Common Nettle; NL: Grote brandnetel) prefers nitrogenous soils, ranging from wet to dry, whereas for instance Rhynchospora alba (UK: White Beak-sedge; NL: Witte snavelbies) markedly prefers
nutrient-poor and wet circumstances. The common demands of individuals belonging to a certain species is called the habitat of that species. So the habitat
of Urtica dioica is characterized by nitrogenous soils. Compared with 'habitat' which is also used in ecology for animal organisms - the term site seems more
appropriate for the environment of plant life. In this study, the term 'site' will
not only be applied to plant species, but also to vegetation types. Furthermore,
depending on the context the word 'site' might refer to a specific location where
the demands of a certain species or a vegetation type are met. Thus, 'site' may
be used in an abstract as well as in a concrete sense. In case of any risk of
misunderstanding, I will use 'site type' for the abstract sense.
In the above mentioned examples, only the optimum environment of species was
given. Theterm ecological amplitude isusedfor the rangeofenvironmental values,
in the sphere of which a species occurs. Some species have a marked preference
for a narrow range of an environmental factor, others are less choosy. A species
with a narrow ecological amplitude may be used as a kind of measuring device
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for the location where it grows. Such a species is called an indicator species. So
e.g. Rhynchospora albais an indicator species for nutrient-poor and wet circumstances. An ecological species group is a list of indicator species with a common
preference for a certain habitat. Aswillbe shown inthis publication, it is possible
to map a vegetation by using ecological species groups. In that case the indicator
species of the group in question features as a diagnostic species in vegetation
mapping.
Tansley (1935) introduced the term ecosystem for communities with their habitats, expressing the view that organisms should not be considered in separation
from their specific environments. Both organism and environment form a functional system in nature (an ecosystem). As vegetation and site together form an
ecosystem, in practice terms like 'ecological group', 'vegetation type' and 'site
type' might alternate in one and the same text, depending on the context and on
what the author wishesto emphasize.When for instance ecologicalspecies groups
are used in vegetation mapping, the result might be referred to as 'vegetation
map', 'ecological group map' or 'ecosystem map'. In the first case (vegetation
map) the description of the plant cover is stressed, in the second case (ecological
group map) the emphasize is on the occurrence of indicator species. In this publication I prefer to use the third case (ecosystem map) because I want to stress
both plant cover and the functional relationship between the vegetation and its
habitat.

1.4 National databases of the Dutch flora
1.4.1 History
In this publication several national flora databases are analyzed. On a national
grid they contain information about the presence of indigenous species that grow
in the wild. They do not contain detailed information within a grid-cell, for instance about the number and cover of species or about the joint occurrence of
species within a vegetation. Only vascular species are considered because other
taxonomical groups, such as mosses and lichens, have been investigated less thoroughly.
The awarenessthat facts about nature areanecessityinenvironmental and nature
conservation policies, undoubtedly stimulated the inventory of the Dutch flora
already in the beginning of this century. In 1902 amateur botanists began a
systematic survey on the basis of the topographical maps, which at that time
measured 30 x 20.83 km (Smit & Verschoof, 1980). Species observations were
recorded in grid-cells of 1.25 x 1.04 km or, in caseofincidental and poorly located
observations, in 5x 4.17 km cells. The survey ended in 1949 when the size of the
topographical maps changed to 30 x 25 km.
Prom 1950onwards, species were first recorded on a 5x 5km national grid. Later
on, in the seventies, several provincial authorities started professional inventories on a very detailed scale (measuring less than 1km 2 ). As to the method and
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intensity with which the inventories were carried out, there were considerable differences between the provinces (Groen et al., 1992). Some provinces, like Utrecht
(seeFig. 4.1, Section 4.1, for the location oftheDutchprovinces), investigated the
flora in 'landscape elements'. Others, like Gelderland, used vegetation releves. At
that time, also amateur botanists began to investigate on a more detailed scale,
viz in 1km squares (km-squares). Since 1988the FLORON foundation has coordinated and stimulated the work ofprivate amateurs and regional working groups
(Groen et al., 1995).

1.4.2 Databases
In 1978, with the rise of the computer, the ATLAS-project started, aiming at
a national database with flora records on a 5 x 4.17 km national grid for the
inventory period 1902—1950 (ATLASi) and ona 5x5km grid for the observations
from 1950- 1987 (ATLASn). The cells of 5x 4.17 and 5x 5km are referred to as
hour squares (Dutch: 'uurhokken'), since it takes ca. one hour to cross a cell on
foot. For ATLASi the greater part ofthe observations took place around 1935,for
ATLASn this is 1975 (personal communication Van der Meijden). The records
were published in an atlas of three volumes. The first appeared in 1980 and
contained very rare and extinct species (Mennema et ai., 1980), the second one
waspublished in 1985with rare species (Mennema et al., 1985) and on completion
of the ATLAS project in 1989,the third volume with common species was issued
(Van der Meijden et ai., 1989). ATLASi contains 433,286 records, all collected
by amateurs. In A T L A S H - with 495,119 records - the data from the first two
volumes were collected by amateurs, whereas in the third volume, also records of
the provincial surveys are included.
With the ATLAS database, distribution maps weremade ofthe botanical quality
of ecosystems in the Netherlands (Fig. 1.4) (Van der Meijden et ai., 1989; Witte
& Van der Meijden, 1989; Witte & Van der Meijden, 1990). The maps from
ATLASn served as input to DEMNAT-1, the first version of the model (Witte,
1990; Witte et ai., 1992). However, the application of these maps in DEMNAT
is to some extent questionable. Shortcomings are that: (1) the grid-cells of 5 x 5
km are large, (2) the inventory period of three decades (1950— 1980) is relatively
long and might result in the combination of species which did not really occur at
the same time, and (3) the ATLASn records are rather outdated.
The experiences with DEMNAT-1,together with the increasing facilities of computers and the growing concern about the natural environment, stimulated the
Dutch Government to finance the development of FLORBASE, a database with
more recent information on a kilometer square basis (Fig. 1.5). In the first version of FLORBASE, records from 22 sources were incorporated, most of which
were readily accessible, such as the provincial databases and the database of the
FLORON foundation (Groen et ai., 1992). For the second version (FLORBASE1), new, often smaller databases were explored and analogous information in
literature was digitized (Van der Meijden et ai., 1996).
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Figure 1.5:Distribution ofDactylorhizamajalis(NL: Bredeorchis;UK:WesternMarshorchid) according toFLORBASE-2c.Alsoitsdistribution inhour squares (of5x5km)
is shown as well as the contours of the current topographical maps. This species is
spotted in 1346 km-squares and 473hour squares. On the basis of the latter number
and Table 1.1 this species would be ascribed to UFK7.

In this publication FLORBASE-2c (releasedin November 1997) is usedfor the
making of up-to-date ecosystem maps. It contains 6.4 million records from the
period 1975-1995; | of which was supplied by professional biologists and | by
amateurs. The amateurs take a special interest inrare species,which is illustrated
bythe fact that they gathered half ofthe records on those species. Color Fig. 4.24
gives the number of species per km-square in FLORBASE-2c. For some regions,
such as the provinces of Limburg, Brabant and Overijssel, the numbers are low
but fortunately they primarily consist of indicator species.

1.4.3 Selection of species for this publication
The Dutch flora comprises nearly 1500 wild vascular plant species. However, not
all of these species can be used for the analyses in this publication. As I want to
use species as indicators for their natural environment, only species that grow in
the wild are applicable. These species may be selected from the 'Standard List
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of the Dutch flora 1990' (Van der Meijden et al, 1991), in which all wild species
are listed. A further selection is needed for the following two reasons.
Firstly, there are species and subspecies that were hard to identify during the
inventory periods (Alchemilla, Callitriche). Therefore, a number of taxonomically
allied species are assembled to species groups if the separate species share the
same ecological indication. Seven ^Zc/iemi/la-species, for instance, are united as
0025 Alchemilla ('spec.').
Secondly, most ofthe tree and shrub species are left out. It is common knowledge
that, in the Netherlands, most individuals from this category were planted. However, field observers never agreed on the question whether a planted tree should
be recorded or not. The exclusion of the tree and shrub species implies that,
in the following chapters, ecosystems of woods and shrubs will be identified by
means of herb species only.
All in all, ca. 250 species from the Standard List are omitted in the analyses
presented in this publication.

1.4.4 T h e UFK-scale for species
For a number of purposes it is desirable to have access to information about the
degree to which a plant is rare or common in the Netherlands. This information
can be obtained from the national flora databases. The so-called UFK-scele by
Van der Maarel (1971), based on the number hour squares in which a certain
species occurs in the Netherlands (Table 1.1, Fig. 1.5), is generally applied in
the Netherlands. The abbreviation UFK stands for the Dutch 'UurhokFrequentieKlasse', to be translated as Hour square Frequency Class. The UFK-scdle runs
from UFK1 (extremely rare) to UFK9 (extremely common). In several editions
of the Standard List of the Dutch flora the numerousness of species expressed on
this scale was published. The next to last edition (Van der Meijden et al., 1991)

Table1.1:Divisionin'UurhokFrequentieKlassen' (UFICs) accordingtoVanderMaarel
(1971). With this division a UFK can be ascribed to a species on the basis of the
number of hour squares in which that species occurs. For an example, see Fig. 1.5.

UFK
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Number of hour squares
1
4
11
30
80
190
411
711

>

3
10
29
79
189
410
710
1210
1211
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gives an estimation of the UFK's in 1940 and in 1990, based on flora databases
as well as on expert judgement.

1.5 Hydrology and the requirements of plant
species
1.5.1 Hydrology and site
A plant is linked to its environment by means of its roots, stem, leaves and
reproductive organs.Direct factors that determine plant life are the availability of
light,water, carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen, micro-nutrients, etc..In practice, these
physiological factors areunsuitable for describingthe siteofaspecies because they
are difficult, if not impossible, to measure. Besides, they are too variable in time
(Runhaar & Udo de Haes, 1994).
It was Van Wirdum who introduced the adjectives operational and conditional
in Dutch ecohydrology (Van Wirdum, 1979). Just like Runhaar & Udo de Haes
(1994) I will apply the term 'operational' to measurable factors in the closevicinity of the plant that largely determine the physiological conditions in which the
plant lives. In literature there is much agreement on the fact that salinity, moisture regime, nutrient availability and acidity are the most relevant operational
soil factors for plant life (Braun-Blanquet, 1932; De Boer, 1984; De Vries, 1948;
Ellenberg, 1991; Etherington, 1982; Klapp, 1965; Landolt, 1977; Londo, 1988;
Van Wirdum & Van Dam, 1984). These factors, in their turn, are determined
by conditional factors, such as soil type and seepage intensity. I will use the adjectives 'operational' and 'conditional' in a relative sense in order to distinguish
between relatively direct factors and relatively indirect factors. From physiological via operational to conditional there is a decreasing causal relation with plant
life. In general, the site of a species should be described onthe basis of operational
factors. As stated, physiological factors are hard to measure, whereas conditional
factors are too indirect to be generally applicable.
An example of an important conditional factor isupward seepage,which regulates
the moisture regime, nutrient availability and acidity of the soil to a considerable
extent (Grootjans, 1985). In some areas with poor, sandy soils, upward seepage with calcium-rich and bicarbonate-rich groundwater is a prerequisite for a
mesotrophic or an oligotrophic environment. In other areas such an environment
may be caused by a high buffering capacity ofthe soilor the influence of calciumrich and bicarbonate-rich surface water (VanWirdum, 1991).Ithink it is doubtful
whether generally applicable seepage indicators really exist because the main influence of upward seepage is probably indirect (conditional). Perhaps Hottonia
palustris (UK: Water-violet; NL: Waterviolier; see Fig. 1.6) is a reliable indicator
of seepage in the Netherlands. The distribution of this species correlates very
wellwith areas of upward seepage (Van Moorsel & Barendregt, 1993). A possible
explanation for this phenomenon is that Hottonia only consumes carbon in the
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Figure 1.6: Aditch with the seepage indicator Hottonia palustrisin full bloom.

form of C0 2 , so that it is mainly found in ditches that are fed by C0 2 -rich seepage water (De Lyon & Roelofs, 1986). Another explanation is that this species
responds to the constant temperature of the seepage water. Both explanations
concern the response of Hottonia to a direct factor, i.e. to an operational factor.
An example of a factor that has both an operational and a conditional effect is
the depth of the groundwater table. Some species are adapted to survive in wet
places that are saturated with water for at least part of the year. Permanently
or periodically waterlogged sites are characterized by anaerobic conditions in the
root zone. The low redox-potential often results in the formation of potentially
toxic substances, such as Fe 2+ , Mn 2+ and H2S. Species growing in wet sites are
often characterized by air-space tissues, transporting oxygen to their roots, or by
a very shallow root system that hardly penetrates the soil. Sphagnum species even
havenoroot system at all.Deep-rootingspecies often havean abilityto oxygenate
the soil around their roots, so that potentially toxic, reduced substances are
oxidized and made harmless. On the basis of these physiological considerations
it is not surprising that there is a relatively strong relationship between the
groundwater level and the fraction of 'wet species' in the vegetation (Fig. 1.7):
on wet sites the groundwater level directly influences the amount of oxygen in
the root zone, so that it may be considered as an operational factor.
In dry places, where periods of moisture deficits occur, other physiological adaptations are needed. Perennial species are sometimes capable of storing water
(succulents), while many species have an extensive root system. A sclerophylic
anatomy helps to prevent structural deformation due to wilting. Annual species
avoid water stress by germinating and growing in periods of sufficient water supply (Etherington, 1982). The formation of an open vegetation reduces the lossof
water by evapotranspiration. Species that lack adaptations for both wet and dry
circumstances need 'moist' sites, i.e. sites that are neither too wet nor too dry.
The greater the depth of the groundwater table, the more indirect its effect on
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Figure 1.7: Relation between the average groundwater level in spring (1980-1986) and
the percentage of 'wet species' in thevegetation (adapted from Runhaar et al, 1997d).
Based on 202releves (Runhaar, 1989b).

the plants. In moist and dry circumstances, differences in species composition
of the vegetation relate to the availability of moisture for evapotranspiration.
'Moist species' need enough water for evapotranspiration at a potential rate.
'Dry species' are physiologically adapted to periods of drought and are capable
of reducing their evapotranspiration rate. The amount of water for evapotranspiration depends on the upward capillary transport of water from the groundwater
table to the root zone - the capillary rise - as well as on the amount of moisture
that a vegetation can extract from the root zone itself - the amount ofavailable
soil moisture (Miller & Donahue, 1990). Capillary rise, in its turn, is not only
dependent on the depth of the groundwater table, but also on the texture of the
soil. In comparison with a coarse sand soil for instance, the capillary rise in a
loamy soil is more intense, causing - with similar groundwater depths - the fraction of 'moist species' in the vegetation to be larger. The amount of available soil
moisture also depends on the soil texture. Species of moist sites may grow on
places with a very low groundwater table if there is much available soil moisture.
According to my own observations Fraxinus excelsior (UK: Ash; NL: Gewone es)
issuch a species, growing on loess soils on hill tops, whereas in most places in the
rest of the Netherlands the occurrence of this species is linked to the influence of
the groundwater table.
Hence, for 'moist species', the groundwater table is a conditional factor that,
together with soil texture and rooting depth, indirectly regulates the availability
of soil moisture. Bearing this in mind, it is obvious that the relation between
groundwater depth and the fraction of 'dry species' in the vegetation is not very
distinct (Fig. 1.8A). The soil moisture deficit, on the other hand, seems to be a
more general (operational) measure for vegetations of dry sites (Fig. 1.8B).
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1.5.2 Hydrology and landscape
Hydrology determines the differentiation in site conditions and, consequently, the
species composition in a landscape, as was stressed by several authors (Both &
Van Wirdum, 1981; Beltman & Grootjans, 1986; Dijkema et al., 1985; Kemmers,
1986; Wassen, 1990; Van Wirdum, 1991). As the relation between hydrology and
species composition on a landscape scale is not very direct, it is hard to deal
with this relation without stating commonplaces. Therefore, the importance of
hydrology will only be discussed very briefly in this section.
Water is a major factor in soil development. Some soils were deposited by water,
as is obvious with the marine and fluviatile clay soils in the lower parts of the
Netherlands. Topographical differences in altitude underlie flow patterns, recharge
and discharge of groundwater. When there is no artificial water supply, recharge
areas (downward seepage) only receive water by precipitation. As a result of a
precipitation excess, nutrients are washed out and, with t h a t , a nutrient-poor soil
will develop. Moreover, when the buffering capacity of the substratum is low, the
soil will become acid as a result of the protons that are released by mineralization.
T h e chemical composition of the groundwater in recharge areas strongly resembles rainwater, in Van Wirdum's terminology (1991) it is atmotrophic, which
can easily be demonstrated by a low electric conductivity and a low Ionic Ratio
([Ca]/([Ca] -I- [CI]), where concentrations are in meq 1 _ 1 ; Van Wirdum, 1980).
Groundwater flows from recharge areas, where the hydraulic heads are high, t o
discharge areas (upward seepage), where they are low. It is self-evident that dis-
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charge areas have longer periods with high groundwater levels than recharge
areas. During its flow from recharge to discharge areas, the groundwater will
predominantly be enriched by calcium and bicarbonate and become lithotrophic
(Van Wirdum, 1991), with a high Ionic Ratio. Some species and vegetation types
'need' lithotrophic water to survive.In somelowpolders inthe western part of the
Netherlands, upward seepage of brackish groundwater may occur. As mentioned
in the previous paragraph (Section 1.5.1), salinity is an important site factor for
the species composition of the vegetation.
Of course, surface water alsoplays an important role,not onlybecause the surface
water level controls the flow of groundwater, but also because of the relatively
quick transport of nutrients and other elements by surface water. In valleys of
brooks and rivers inundation is an event of great ecological importance; in fens
the chemical quality of the inlet-water largely determines what type of vegetation
and what species will appear.

1.5.3 Ecological effects of hydrological changes
As the vegetation of the Netherlands is very dependent on groundwater and
surface water, it is susceptible to hydrological changes. Especially in the second
half of this century, the water regime of many areas changed radically, mainly
by an increasing extraction of groundwater, drainage of agricultural land and
the inlet of surface water from the rivers Rhine and Meuse. On many locations
this resulted in a decreasing groundwater level, a decreasing intensity of upward
seepage and an increasing influence of Rhine-water. Fig. 1.9 shows in a very
simplified way how these hydrological changes may adversely influence important
operational factors of wet and moist ecosystems. This figure has been compiled
from various sources (Barendregt, 1993;Beltman &Grootjans, 1986; Etherington,
1982; Grootjans, 1985; Koerselman, 1989; Koerselman & Verhoeven, 1993; De
Mars, 1996; Roelofs, 1989; Runhaar & Van 't Zelfde, 1996; Van Wirdum & Van
Dam, 1984; Vermeer, 1985).
A falling groundwater level may lead to shortages in the water supply to the
vegetation and, as aresult, in aphysiologicaldesiccation ofthe vegetation: species
that are adapted to wet and moist environments will disappear. A groundwater
fall may also cause an increased aeration which, in turn, promotes mineralization
and, consequently, eutrophication. Hence, species characteristic for nutrient-poor
sites will disappear. When organic matter is mineralized, protons are released
and acidification of the soil takes place, causing species of neutral and alkaline
sites to vanish.
The availability ofphosphor islargely regulated by adsorption on calciumhydroxydes (at pH > 6.5) and ironhydroxydes (pH < 6.5) (Stumm &Morgan, 1981). In
this adsorbated form it is not available for plants. Hence, an influx of calcium or
iron-rich water by upward seepage may lead to the development of mesotrophic
and oligotrophic sites. Moreover, calcium and bicarbonate in upward seepage
water form an important buffer against acidification by percolating rainwater.
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Figure 1.9: Main effects of hydrological changes on important operational factors of
wet and moist sites. Direction ofchange indicted by arrows: (f) increase, (J.)decrease.

Hence, when the soil is originally influenced by lithotrophic upward seepage, a
decreasing groundwater level may enhance both eutrophication and acidification.
Of course, both effects may also take place when the intensity of upward seepage
diminishes.
Theinlet ofsurface water mayleadtoeutrophication, especially ofaquaticecosystems, since this water - in many cases from the rivers Rhine and Meuse - is often
rich in phosphor and nitrogen. Even when nutrient concentrations are low the
inlet-water may stimulate mineralization, leading to 'internal eutrophication'. An
explanation for this phenomenon is that the inlet-water often has a higher pH
than the original water. Moreover the high sulfate concentrations may contribute
to internal eutrophication, since sulfur is capable of forming a complex with iron,
leaving less for the fixation of phosphor (Caraco et al, 1989; Koerselman &Verhoeven, 1995).Finally, a higher salinity ofthe inlet-water willhave marked effects
on the vegetation: species of fresh water will disappear.
As stated, the representation in Fig. 1.9 is highly simplified; some processes even
may have positive effects. A groundwater level fall, for instance, may also reduce
the availability of phosphor, because in its oxidative state iron (Fe 3+ ) is more
capable of fixating phosphor than in its reduced state (Fe2+) (Patrick & Khalid,
1974). Nevertheless, Fig. 1.9 gives a good overall expression of how hydrological
changes may generate several environmental stressors. It also shows that there is
a close relation between these stressors. Hence, what is referred to by ecologists
as "the desiccation of nature" (NL: verdroging) is more than solely physiological
desiccation, i.e. the shrivelling of plants as a result of water shortage. Also eu-
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trophication, acidification and even salinization (when surface water is used to
counteract low groundwater levels) stem from desiccation. In fact, the influence
of these stressors on the vanishing of plant species is thought to be of more importance than the influence of physiological desiccation (Gremmen, 1990). The
strong connection between the environmental stessors alsoexplains why, generally
speaking, it is impossible to judge the desiccation of the vegetation solely from
its species composition. A dominance by grasses in a heathland for instance, may
originate from a fall in the groundwater level, but may also be caused by an
increased atmospheric deposition of nitrogen.
The connection between the environmental stressors is also shown in Fig. 1.10.
In this figure the decline in the magnitude of various wet terrestrial ecosystems
over approximately the period 1935 — 1975 is plotted against the susceptibility
of these ecosystems to a lowering of the groundwater level. Fig. 1.10 shows that
the decline of ecosystems over the period 1935— 1975 is to a considerable extent
correlated with the susceptibility to agroundwater lowering. Though a conclusion
on the basis of a correlative relation is not without risk, one might think that
the lowering of the groundwater level is probably the main cause of the decline
of ecosystems. However, a closer look at Fig. 1.10 reveals that the decline also
corresponds to the factor 'nutrient-richness': ecosystems that are very susceptible
to a groundwater lowering, are ecosystems of nutrient-poor sites (and - vice versa
- relatively insusceptible ecosystems are those of very nutrient-rich sites). As
nutrient-poor ecosystems are susceptible to eutrophication, one might as well
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Figure 1.10: Relation betweenthesusceptibilityofwetterrestrial ecosystemsto aloweringofthespringgroundwater tableandthedeclineinthemagnitudeoftheseecosystems
over approximately the period 1935— 1975 (Witte &Van der Meijden, 1990, susceptibility adapted to Arts et al, 1997). Susceptibility denned as the average decline (in
termsofpercentage) ofthe botanical qualityper cmloweringofthespring groundwater
table.

